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Education dept nixes `1L for new family court stumps lawyers
TALE OF DELAY
FYJC admission of 5
Vishwas.Kothari
@timesgroup.com
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Students Have To Apply Afresh To Colleges
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Pune: The deputy director of
education on Tuesday cancelled the admission of five students to first year junior college
(FYJC, Class XI) because they
were admitted without following the centralised process.
A lady officer in the office of
the deputy director of education had given chits with names
of the colleges to these students
on September 2 for taking admission. They approached the
respective institution, gave the
chits to the management concerned and took admission.
The deputy director of education, Ramchandra Jadhav,
said no admission round was
conducted on September 2, the
day the chits were given by the
officer. So, the admission of the
five students was cancelled, he
added.
The students will now have
to apply afresh to colleges having vacant seats.
The lady officer who issued
the chits has been told to go on
compulsory leave. Further action would be taken against her.
Jadhav said: “Asha Gujar, an
officer of our department,
wrote the chits with the names

Asha Gujar, an officer
of our department,
wrote chits with names of
the colleges where the five
students could take
admission. She told them to
present those to the
authorities of the institutions. The chits were issued
on September 2, when no
admission round for FYJC
was conducted
Ramchandra Jadhav |
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of the colleges where the five
students could take admission
and told them to present those
to the institutions’ authorities.
These chits were issued on September 2, when no admission
round for FYJC was conducted.
This came to our notice on Monday. We decided to cancel the admission of these students and
send the officer concerned on
compulsory leave.”
The students in question
said they went to the deputy director's office with their admission concerns because they
were allotted colleges away
from their homes. “The officer

Meeting on urban
development, metro
progress today
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Pune: The citizens can expect
some progress in the city’s long
pending infrastructure projects, including metro rail and
airport.
The Union government
would conduct a special meeting in Delhi on Wednesday
about the pending issues of the
city pertaining to the urban development, forest and road
ministries. Saurabh Road, the
collector of Pune, said on Tuesday the meeting would be held
in Delhi in the afternoon.
While the state government
continues to sit on the Pune
metro proposal and experts debate over elevated and underground options, cities that had
started the metro bid process
with Pune have chugged ahead.
During a review of metro
projects being undertaken
across the country by the Union
government in April, cities that
had initiated the metro bid with
Pune such as Bangalore, Chennai and Ahmedabad showed
good progress. Even Nagpur
and Kochi, which started the
metro process much later, were
far ahead of Pune.
While Kochi has completed
50% work, Nagpur has finished
the alignment of routes and is
in the process of preparing a
bid document. The Bangalore
metro has reported physical
and financial progress of about
92% and the phase I would be
complete by this December.
Chennai metro's stage-I is all set
for revenue operations soon.
Same is the case of other projects such as Pune airport and
ring road. Years after the announcement, these projects
have remained on the paper.
Ring road — the high capac-

PENDING PROJECTS
ä Pune Metro
ä Pune Airport
ä Alandi – Pandharpur road
pilgrim project
ä Delay in Pune-Satara road,
Pune - Nashik road
development works
ä Ring road inclusion under
National Highway
Development Project
ä Inclusion of roads under
National Highways :
a) Pune-Paud-MulashiMangon-Dighi port road
b) Hadapsar-Saswad-NiraLeonand-Malshiras-VelapurPandharpur-MangalwedhaChadchanroad
ity 32.56km mass transit route
(HCMTR) — was proposed in
the 1987 development plan. But
it is yet to see the light of the day.
The authorities have acquired
only 30% of the total proposed
land so far and completed only
60% of the markings on the
route.
The corridor will connect
key roads, including the PuneAhmednagar, Pune-Solapur
and Karve Roads. It will pass
through 17 revenue villages
and will be used for mass transportation, restricting heavy vehicles from using city roads.
“More delay in these projects will lead to financial as
well as technical problems such
as land acquisition. The decision on the disputed topics
should be taken according to
the majority and the projects
should become a reality,” said
Maj Gen S C N Jatar (retd), the
founder of Nagarik Chetana
Manch, a citizens’ group.

concerned gave us the chits
written on plain paper and told
us to give those to the management of the respective colleges.
We were told to fill up admission forms and later we were allotted admission,” the students
said.
The deputy director of education is still investigating the
matter and finding out if any
money was taken from the students or if there was any pact
between the officer and the colleges that she recommended.
Jadhav said further action
would be taken against the officer concerned once the matter
was investigated.
The deputy director of education has conducted six
rounds of admission to FYJC
from June-end to August-end.
All of them were strictly online
and through a centralised process.
After the six rounds were
over, the deputy director of education notified the junior colleges that had vacant seats and directed them to conduct
admission at their own level by
inviting applications and preparing a merit list of applicants.
“The admissions were to be
done online,” Jadhav said.

Four processing
units in fringes
to handle waste
Sarang.Dastane
@timesgroup.com

Pune: The civic body’s struggle to scientifically dispose
around 1,700 tonne garbage
the city generates daily has
nudged the district administration and the Pune Zilla Parishad to look for solutions.
They will set up four garbage processing units in
Wagholi, Phursungi, Nanded
Phata and Lohegaon on the
city's fringes to take care of
solid waste generated by 25
villages. A single unit will
process garbage from three to
four nearby villages. Pune
Municipal Corporation officials said it will ease the pressure on garbage management.
An administrative official
said local waste processing
units in the fringes are essential with a sharp rise in construction, population and
commercial activities. The
district planning and development council (DPDC) will provide some funds for the installation of the processing units.
Pune Zilla Parishad has floated tenders for a detailed project report.
At present, villages in the
fringes dump solid waste as
they neither have a garbage
management plan nor a processing unit. A senior official
said each processing unit will
require 1.5 acre of land, vacant plots are being identified
and there has been no opposition, so far. The units will also
give additional income to the
gram panchayats, he added.
“Each unit will process 25
tonne waste. Two separate
plants to process wet and dry
garbage may be set up. Options are being worked out for
two units to produce CNG by
processing waste,” official
said.

Pune: For over 25 years now,
the state government has been
paying Rs 1.06 lakh per month
as rent of two facilities in a
multi-storey complex to run
the Pune family court establishments. However, it seems
to have little or no money for
the much-delayed construction of the new family court
building near the district
court in Shivajinagar.
The government has sanctioned a measly Rs 1 lakh for
2015-16 to complete the project. The principle judge of the
Pune family court received a
communication to this effect
from the Bombay high court
registrar’s office on August 28.
The sanctioned amount
seems particularly insignificant against the estimated
cost of Rs 4.96 crore for the remaining work, which the public works department (PWD),
in consultation with the district court authorities, had
forwarded to the government
through the high court and the
law and judiciary department.
Family court lawyers are
appalled by the allocation and
are blaming the law and judiciary department for its indifference towards the project.
“How can the government expect the work to go on with
such a small amount? It’s
quite a saddening approach,”
said Ganesh Kawade, president of the Pune Family Court
Lawyers’ Association, a body
of 360-odd lawyers dealing
with family court cases.
Shifting the family court
establishments to the new
building is important in view
of the steady rise in the number of matters being handled
by these courts, increase in
number of litigants and lawyers who visit these courts
and a slew of infrastructural
issues being faced at the present location. The lawyers’
body has been pursuing the
matter of the new court building since 2006.
As of now, the five family
courts are located on the seventh and the ninth floors of
hired facilities in a multistorey complex near Alka theat-

n An independent new building
for the family court
establishments in Pune was
first mooted in 2006

to complete the project in
two years

n Six years down the line, a

three-storey concrete structure
has been built on the land, but
a lot of work relating to
interiors, electrification,
furniture, compound wall,
waterproofing, glass cladding
and minor works remain to
be completed

n The state government

allotted 39 guntha land near
Shivajinagar district court in
2008 and over Rs 10.53 crore
were sanctioned for the work
n The project envisaged

eight court rooms, a
childcare centre, spacious
bar room, independent
libraries, waiting room,
washroom and allied facilities

n A proposal to construct
another two floors on the
existing structure to
accommodate motor accident
claims tribunals is pending

n The ground-breaking

ceremony to mark the start of
construction work was
performed by the then Bombay
high court Chief Justice
Swatanter Kumar in 2009

n The initial sanction of Rs

10.53 crore has long been
utilised and the PWD has
estimated Rs 4.96 crore for the
remaining works considering
the delay and cost escalation

n The government had assured

New building of the family court in Shivajinagar

THEY SAID
Space is a huge problem here. We have to
struggle right from the stage of finding an
apt parking slot for our vehicles before we move
to the crowded court premises on the seventh
and the ninth floor. There is not enough space to
wait while our matter is called for hearing
– A litigant who did not wish to be named
We are sending letters to
the chief minister, law minister, district guardian minister
and MPs/MLAs from Pune about
the need for better financial allocation. But if no action is taken,
we will have to agitate for the cause of new family court building
Ganesh Kawade | PRESIDENT, PUNE FAMILY COURT
LAWYERS’ ASSOCIATION
The least the government
can do is to ensure that
the residual work at the existing
three-storey constructed structure is completed early and all
family courts are shifted there
Pragati Patil | LAWYER

The space at the existing family court is not enough. Moreover,
the premises, washrooms and lavatories are poorly maintained

The space available is too
congested for lawyers, litigants as well as judges to move
around. There is not enough
space for the bar room, wait-

re. On an average, 1,500 to 2,000
people, including lawyers, litigants, judges and court staff,
visit these courts and 25 to 30
cases are filed every day.

Neither the law and judiciary department nor the
public works department appear
to be serious about the need to
complete the construction of the
new court building as a priority
Zakir Maniyar | LAWYER

ing room, childcare centres
and access rooms for parents
to meet their children. Inadequate and poorly maintained
washrooms and lavatories are

Schools can decide their holidays
after consulting parents: State

another issue. Besides, there
isn’t enough space for parking
of vehicles, considering that
the complex is located in a busy area in the heart of the city.

One held for
robbing
16-year-old
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Vinamrata.Borwankar
@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Schools can decide
their own holidays for Ganeshotsav and other festivals
after taking approval of the
Parents’ Teachers’ Association (PTA). The government has also suggested that
examinations should not be
held, if necessary, so that students do not lose out in case of
absenteeism due to festivals.
The state government on
Tuesday issued a government resolution outlining
the guidelines to declare holidays during religious festivals. This is almost a week
after the student wing of the
MNS demanded that the
state declare a five-day break
across schools for Ganeshotsav. “We had received demands for a longer break for
Paryushan and Eid. So we
cannot make a blanket rule.
Schools must take a decision
depending on its student population and with approvals

TO SHUT OR NOT TO SHUT?
What different schools are doing

The MNVS demand

Christian schools in the city will
give a holiday on Friday which
clubbed with the first day and the
weekend, gives them a fourday break

MNVS has been
demanding the 5-day
break since 2013 claiming Ganeshotsav is
the most popular
fest in the state
and that students
visit their hometown and lose out
on academics if there
are no holidays

Several schools will give a
five-day break
Some schools will stick to
just one holiday but not conduct any
exams during the festival
from the PTA,” said principal secretary, school education department, Nandkumar.
According to the GR,
schools can decide about holidays or any changes in the
existing schedule in PTA
meetings. Schools and education officials have to ensure
that the holidays do not exceed what is prescribed under the Right to Education
Act, 2009. As per the RTE Act,

classes I to V must have a
minimum of 200 working
days or 800 hours and classes
VI to VIII have to meet a minimum requirement of 220
days or 1,000 hours.
The state has also directed education officers to study
local requirement and take
recommendations
from
school managements and
PTAs while organizing exams during Ganeshotsav, Diwali, Prayushan, Christmas,

Eid etc.
Similarly, in a situation
where students remain absent for long due to these festivals, the education officers
must ask schools to ensure
exams are conducted on different dates. “Many schools
would plan exams just after
Ganeshotsav and students
could not enjoy the fest. So
this decision will ensure that
doesn’t happen. We will ask
schools to hold a PTA meeting at the earliest,” said
MNVS vice- president, Sudhakar Tamboli. A team from
the party had met the school
education
minister
on
Wednesday.
Schools feel that leaving it
to the parents may lead to
confusion. “Parents from
various communities will
never be able to arrive at a
consensus
as
everyone
would want a vacation at a
different time,” said Chandrakanta
Pathak,
principal, HVB Academy,
Marine Drive.

Pune: The crime branch of the
Pune police on Monday arrested one of the three men who had
assaulted and robbed a 16-yearold college student of valuables
worth Rs 37,000 near Vetal Tekdi two days ago.
Twenty-one year-old Sagar
Chandu Pawar of Wadarwadi
was nabbed by the crime
branch (unit-I) led by inspector
Raghunath Phuge.
On Friday afternoon, Pawar
and his two accomplices had attacked 16-year-old Vishal Gunjal from Wadarwadi with an
iron rod near Vetal Tekdi and
had robbed his gold chain and
silver bracelet worth Rs 37,000.
Gunjal had mentioned Pawar’s
name in the police complaint.
Phuge said that while conducting parallel investigations,
he got a tip-off that Pawar was
at Wadarwadi. “We laid a trap
and nabbed Pawar. We handed
him to the Deccan Gymkhana
police,” he said.
The other two suspects are
still at large.

School principals and corporates join hands to save environment
Cummins Group, spoke about
the plaster of Paris idol dissoPune: Solutions for environ- lution project.
Cummins has been workment-friendly immersion of
Ganapati idols, composting of ing on an idea that could help
‘nirmalya’ during the Gana- dissolve plaster of Paris. “By
pati festival, creating aware- partnering with the National
ness among students about Chemical Laboratory, we now
environment were some of have a solution to dissolve the
the ideas discussed at the an- plaster of paris (PoP) in an
nual Times NIE principals’ eco-friendly way, where the
liquid residue from the procmeet held on Monday.
The meet was organised ess can directly be used to waby Times NIE in association ter the city’s green spaces and
with Cummins Group in In- the environmentally solid residue used in
dia.
The
several
intheme was
dustrial ap‘Eco-friendplications,”
ly practicessaid
Ravi—Need
of
chandran.
the hour’.
Mojj
EngiThe event
neering has
started with
supported in
a panel disdesigning a
cussion and
prototype in
a presentawhich
the
tion by the
idols can be
Cummins
dissolved.
Group. ViSuresh
kas Thapa,
Newspaper in
Education
Jagtap, depuvice-presity
commisdent, Cummins Group in India, spoke sioner of the PMC’s solid
about various initiatives tak- waste management departen by the group in finding ment, who was one of the pangreen solutions to a variety of el members, described the serious problem of PoP when
problems faced by us.
S Ravichandran, head of Ganpati idols are immersed
corporate
responsibility, in the river. Jagtap said, “The
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AT THE TIMES NIE PRINCIPALS' MEET: From left: Vibhakar Telore, principal, SNBP School Yerawada; S Ravichandran, head of
corporate responsibility, Cummins Group in India; Ashwini Kulkarni, director, City Pride School, Vijay Pillai, director, Sungrace High
School, Col Shashikant Dalvi, ditrict manager, Pune for the Climate Reality Project and Lakshmi Gandhi, principal, Dr Kalmadi
Shamrao High School. (Right) From left: Suresh Jagtap, deputy commissioner, solid waste management, PMC; Dr Shubhangi
Umbarkar, senior scientist at the NCL, Vikas Thapa, vice president, Cummins Group in India and Mahesh Suryavanshi, treasurer of
Dagdusheth Halwai Ganpati Mandal

POP idols are non-biodegradable, resulting in choking of
water bodies.”
Ameet Lele, general manager corporate responsibility, Cummins Group in India,
and Shubhangi Umbarkar, senior scientist at NCL, also
participated in the panel discussion and spoke about the
future journey and implementation for the Jal Abhishek project. “It’s our annual
practice and this year too vol-

unteers from Cummins, civic
body and police authorities
and SWaCh representatives
will be present at the ‘visargan ghats’ to create awareness about immersion of
idols in the makeshift water
tanks installed by the civic
authorities as part of the nirmalya project,” said Lele.
Mahesh
Suryavanshi,
treasurer of the Dagdusheth
Halwai Ganpati Trust, who
was also part of the panel,

spoke about taking the project to Ganesh mandals and
masses while Aditi Ravetkar,
HR leader distribution business unit of Cummins India
Limited, informed about the
‘Coach them Young’ project
of the company. The project
entails sensitizing children
and making them aware
about the need to protect the
environment documentaries
on initiatives that prevent
pollution and help preserve

the environment.
Ravetkar said, “By using
the vast network of the distribution business, the project
was scaled up over the years
and it has now reached over
seven lakh students across 80
cities since 2014.”
The panel discussion was
followed by a dance performance by the Mrudang Academy. A panel of school principals and other experts in the
field then discussed best prac-

tices implemented by them in
schools and work places.
Col Shashikant Dalvi, district manager of Pune for The
Climate Reality Project, India, an independent chapter
of Nobel laureate Al Gore’s
The Climate Project, who was
one of the panel members
said, “Rainwater harvesting
is the need of the hour and citizens must understand the
potential of this technology.
Despite having three rivers
and four dams, Pune is facing
water crisis. The only source
of water in future can be rainwater harvesting.”
Ashwini Kulkarni, director of City Pride School, said
that small goals with respect
to environment conservation
must be set by every organisation to protect nature. Kulkarni said, “Once we conducted a project in school
where students were told to
measure the amount of water
wasted from leaking taps in
the school. They measured
the water wasted in one minute, one hour and 24 hours
and this was calculated for
one day, one month and one
year. The total water waste
was calculated and students
were sensitised about how it
could impact us in the long
term.”

Lakshmi Gandhi, principal of Dr Kalmadi Shamarao
High School, Aundh, said, “At
school, we try and restrict the
use of paper which is also
contributing to environment
degradation as it results in
loss of trees. We try and reuse
the available paper resources
and similar practices are encouraged among school children.”
Vibhakar Telore, principal, SNBP School, Yerawada
and Vijay Pillai, director,
Sungrace High School, who
were members of the panel also spoke on how the school
creates awareness among students on environment protection and conservation in daily classroom sessions.
Telore proposed simple
practices like tree plantation,
avoiding plastic usage that
can be implemented at school
level.
Pillai said that the school
gives saplings at felicitation
functions instead of bouquets. He also proposed to
start an inter-school competition for best eco-friendly
practices in schools. S Ravichandran from Cummins
Group in India who chaired
the panel assured full support
from Cummins to reach out to
maximum schools.

